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New Appointment Management solution reduces 
DNA’s to 7.2% and generates efficiencies of £1.5 million

Intelligent communications

Leeds Teaching Hospitals is one of the largest UK Trusts with over 1.3 million 
appointments made annually. However, nearly 130,000 patients missed their 
appointment in 2013/14, translating to £7 million of missed income! 

THE ISSUE
The trust experienced a significant number of missed appointments, equating 
to a Did Not Attend (DNA) rate of 12.2%, 4% higher than peer average.

This figure not only has a massive financial impact due to missed income, but 
the ripple effect results in the creation of wasted appointments within the 
clinic. This in turn increases admin resource due to the rebooking of missed 
appointments. 

THE PILOT
It was clear that new appointment management technology should be trialled 
to measure the effect on patient DNA’s; the catalyst of ineffective demand 
management. Healthcare Communications worked with Leeds to introduce 
SMS and Interactive Voice Messaging (IVM) to remind patients of their 
forthcoming Outpatient appointment.

An SMS system was implemented that attempts to contact patients using the 
most cost efficient mode first and automatically switches to an interactive 
landline voice (IVM) if the message is not received. It was important to Leeds 
that the system was inclusive to everyone and IVM plays an important role in 
contacting patients that provide a landline number only.



PROJECT OBJECTIVES
There will always be an element of patients DNA’s, but the 
project ambition was to reduce avoidable DNA’s and 
reultilise any cancelled slot. Key objectives included:

•	 Reduce	high	DNA	rates	of	12.2%	to	7.5%,	which	was	
0.5%	below	the	peer	average	of	8%

•	 Increase	appointment	attendances	by	26,000	
per annum to improve patient care and optimize 
clinicians time

•	 Use	a	blend	of	technology	to	reach	all	
demographics in the most cost efficient way

Soon after implementation, DNA’s rapidly reduced to 
10%	and	attendance	increased	to	88%.	This	supported	
proof of concept and Trust wide rollout began in October 
2014. 

TWO WAY MESSAGING
A key project success factor was giving patients the opportunity to respond 
digitally	with	CANCEL	or	REBOOK.	Replies	are	reported	in	real	time,	meaning	
slots can easily be rebooked with advance warning.

ACHIEVEMENTS
•				Patient	attendance	rates	are	now	over	90%!

•			Efficiency	gains	of	£1.5	million	for	2015/16

•			Overall		DNA’s	reduced	from	12.2%	to	7.2%

•			Analysis	showed	that	DNA	rates	fell	even	lower	
to	6.5%	when	patients	receive	a	reminder.	Early	
intervention leads to better patient outcomes

A	recent	You	Gov	survey	(2015)	revealed	that	58%	
of	the	British	population	are	in	favour	of	receiving	
hospital	appointment	reminders	by	text.	By	adding	

this communication channel to its portfolio, Leeds 
opened up a new electronic way of communicating with 

their patients.

AWARD WINNERS 
The	Outpatients	Project	Team	won	the	2015	Trust	wide	‘Time	to	

Shine’ award in recognition of results achieved and efficiency savings 
gained since implementation. 

THE NEXT PHASE
Appointment reminders are currently being piloted within the inpatients 
environment to effectively manage demand and theatre utilisation in this 
setting.
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WORKING TOGETHER IN PARTNERSHIP
We work with over 100 Trusts and our solution is designed exclusively for the NHS with 
direct input from frontline staff using it!

To	find	out	how	we	can	support	with	your	Appointment	Management	and	Patient	Experience	
solutions,		get	in	touch	on	0845	9000	890	or	email	enquiries@healthcomm.uk

Calls to this number cost 7p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.


